
FEES 
Fixed Management Fee of $7.50/tonne ex GST.

HOW TO CONTRACT

The 2020/21 Collaborative Export Program opens on the 26th of October 
as a tonnage based contract.

Please get in contact to register your interest flexigrain.com.au/export

JARROD TONKIN
GENERAL MANAGER 

MOBILE | 0408 321 123
EMAIL | jarrod.tonkin@flexigrain.com.au

TRUE EXPORT VALUE 
Growers which contract to the Collaborative Export Program will receive any elevation
margins associated with selling directly into the export market.

collaborative 
EXPORT
PROGRAM

 FLEXIGRAIN.COM.AU/EXPORT

(RED WHEAT)



BACKGROUND
This season Eastern Australia is facing its largest wheat harvest since 2016, with Victoria and 
New South Wales potentially producing more wheat than last year’s national crop of 14.5MMT. 
Large East Coast production, aggressive harvest selling and shipping constraints, together may 
create price pressure in the near term.

Domestically, the Wheat / Barley spread is historically wide, limiting feed wheat engagement 
today, meaning in the event of a downgrading event which may be seen in a La Nina year, Feed 
Wheat will not necessarily be an easy commodity to move domestically and the seller will be at 
the mercy of the buyer.

With the recent introduction of the Riordan ship loader, Victoria now has new shipping capacity 
in Corio Quay North (Geelong) and the Port of Portland, which has created new opportunities in a 
year of limited port capacity.

The International market has a current appetite to purchase Australian Feed Wheat, this is due to 
Australia’s competitive price on a relative basis, as well as the market being relatively short wheat 
heading into harvest - thereby limiting the trade desire to discount heavily. International markets 
are struggling for cover today, especially in the feed wheat space, where there is little outright 
supply from Black Sea.

The need for feed wheat liquidity and ever present supply chain constraints and competition 
present in the Geelong region, further amplified by the steep discounts to Barley into stockfeed 
markets. Meaning the grower must participate in export flows to move significant tonnage in a 
normal crop environment, but the timing for this is often where we see the most relative price 
pressure, driven by country wide grower selling. 

 
MARKET PARTICIPATION 
• Post harvest market participation via the repositioning into Flexi Grain Post Harvest Program 

(finalised by 25th of September 2021).
• The program removes the historic problem of holding grain for a post-harvest price  

event, where we too often see a relative under performance vs other Australian zones or  
the world market.

• No marketer gives growers access to the export market in conjunction with Post-harvest 
market participation.

CASH FLOW
• Default (Reposition), 60% Harvest Advance, 20% June/July and 20% remaining equity  

paid out on or before September 25th 2021. 
• Exit - 60% Harvest Advance, 40% remaining equity paid 30 days week ending completion  

of ship loading.
 
 

SUMMARY
The Collaborative Export Program will provide growers with direct access to export grain 
markets, putting elevation margins back into growers’ pockets.

If grower collaboration allows Flexi Grain to put together a marketable cargo sized parcel of Red 
Wheat, we expect to achieve a fair value into the export homes. But, as harvest gets underway 
in Australia, logistics will become an issue, supply chain bottlenecks will see the trade open 
elevation margins with growers suffering the price penalty.

Our idea is simple - get a marketable parcel together and sell it at a fair value today. Pending 
weather and international markets (and largely dependent on the timeframe of commitment), we 
can sit out of the market for the time being, awaiting selling pressure in other areas to reposition. 
Moving the ownership to a logistically more favorable zone, with better liquidity and competition 
from multiple traders where we can save carry costs and get a better price performance in the 
post harvest market.

The challenge for individual growers this season will be determining what cash bids represent 
fair export value at the silo. Grain transferred into Flexi Grain’s Collaborative export Program will 
be accumulated and sold directly in export markets. Flexi Grain’s pool managers Lachlan Hume 
and Sam Roache have significant experience and connections in export / FOB grain markets, 
both in Australia and Globally.

Selling parcels in full export size will enable growers to collectively capture the margin or cost 
protection factored by the trade when they set grower bids. On a daily basis Flexi Grain will be 
monitoring global grain values and determining equivalent FOB prices. When attractive local  
Free on Board (FOB) prices are identified, Flexi Grain will execute physical sales directly into  
this market.

To assist with harvest cash flow, the Collaborative Export Program will pay a 60% Harvest 
Advance weekly, commencing from the 6th of November.

BENEFITS
1. Direct access to the export market.

2. Access to a large group of global buyers. 

3. Harvest Cash flow.

4. The repositioning from Red Wheat to another zone or commodity (Physical or derivative) 

provides further exposure to markets with more liquidity.

5. The Program can run until September, or growers can elect to exit once all the grain is sold.

6. Reduce price risk to the Red Wheat market which La Nina could create. 

THE PROGRAM
1. Accumulate an exportable parcel of grower grain .

2. Sell parcel into the export market which will capture elevation margin for the grower, in a 

high margin environment.

3. Post physical sale the program can provide further market participation until September.

The program is designed for the Farmer to achieve the  
true transparent export price and associated margin
“


